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THE GENERALIZED TAILOR PROBLEM �J.B.T.M. ROERDINKInstitute for Mathematics and Computing Science, University of Groningen,P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The NetherlandsTel. +31-50-3633931; Fax +31-50-3633800; Email: roe@cs.rug.nlAbstract. The so-called `Tailor Problem' concerns putting a number of sets within another set bytranslation, such that the translated sets do not overlap. In this paper we consider a generalizationof this problem in which also rotations of the sets are allowed.Key words: Tailor problem, Minkowski operations, group morphology.1. IntroductionThe goal of this paper is to give a solution by morphological operators to the followingGeneralized Tailor Problem:Problem Given a set X and a collection of sets A1; A2; : : : ; An, is it possible toput A1; A2; : : : ; An within X using translations and rotations such that no two of thetranslated and/or rotated sets intersect? If so, what are the possible solutions?The problem where only translations are allowed (the Tailor Problem) was posedby Serra [5], see also [2]. He obtained an elegant solution in terms of Minkowskioperations.Our solution of the Generalized Tailor Problem involves a general constructionof morphological operators on spaces with transitive transformation groups [4]. Inthe original case, the group is given by the translation group, which acts on theplane. When also rotations are allowed, the group becomes the Euclidean motiongroup. The methods of this paper can also be used for spaces with a symmetrygroup di�erent from the Euclidean motion group.Using methods from computational geometry, Li and Milenkovic [1] study therelated problem of constructing the smallest rectangle that will contain a given setof parts, with applications to making cutting plans for clothing manufacture.2. The Tailor ProblemIn this section we summarize the solution of the Tailor Problem as obtained by Serra[5] for the case of one, two or three sets | called `pieces' | to be put into a givenset. All sets are subsets of E = IRn or E = ZZn.� In: Mathematical Morphology and its Applications to Image and Signal Processing, P. Mar-agos, R.W. Shafer, M.A. Butt (eds.), Kluwer, 1996, pp. 57-64. Postscript version obtainable athttp://www.cs.rug.nl/~roe/



2 J.B.T.M. ROERDINK2.1. One pieceThere is one set A which is to be put inside a set X. The solubility of the problemdepends on the non-emptiness of the following set:R1(X;A) := X 	A; (1)which is simply the erosion of X by A. The set R1(X;A) is called the residue of Xw.r.t. A.2.2. Two piecesNow there are two sets A1 = A;A2 = B which are to be put inside a set X. Thatis, we are looking for a; b 2 E such thatAa � X; Bb � X nAa: (2)The solubility of the problem now depends on the non-emptiness of the followingresidue: R2(X;A;B) := (X 	 B) \ [(X 	 A)� (Ac 	B)]: (3)After a choice b 2 R2(X;A;B) to put B into position, the translation vector a canbe chosen from the set R1(X nBb;A) = (X nBb) 	A.2.3. Three piecesIn this case there are three sets A1 = A;A2 = B;A3 = C which are to be put insidea set X. That is, we are looking for a; b; c 2 E such thatAa � X; Bb � X nAa; Cc � (X nAa) nBb: (4)The solubility of the problem depends on the non-emptiness of the following residue:R3(X;A;B;C) := [a2X	A [b2X	B �A;B;C(x; y); (5)where �A;B;C(a; b) = � (X 	C) \ (Ac 	 C)a \ (Bc 	C)b; Aa \Bb = ;; else (6)It can be shown that the following recursive expression holds:R3(X;A;B;C) = [a2X	AR2(X nAa;B;C): (7)After a choice c 2 R3(X;A;B;C) to put C into position, the translation vector bcan be chosen from the set R2(X n Cc;A;B); �nally, a can be chosen from R1(X n(Bb [Cc);A). The generalization to n pieces is straightforward, cf. [5].



GENERALIZED TAILOR PROBLEM 33. Group morphology3.1. Generalized Minkowski operatorsOn any group � one can de�ne generalizations of the Minkowski operations [4]. Forany subsets G;H of � de�ne the �-dilation and �-erosion by�(G) := G�� H := [h2H Gh = [g2G gH; (8)�(G) := G	� H := \h2H Gh�1: (9)Here gH := fgh : h 2 Hg; Gh := fgh : g 2 Gg; (10)with gh the group product of g and h, and h�1 is the group inverse of h. Bothmappings are left-invariant, e.g. �(gG) = g�(G); 8g 2 �: This is the reason forthe superscript `�' on the `	' symbol.3.2. Group actions and morphological operationsLet E be a non-empty set, � a transformation group (or group action) on E [6].Each g 2 � maps a point x 2 E to a point gx 2 E. The group � is calledtransitive on E if for each x; y 2 E there is a g 2 � such that gx = y, and simplytransitive when this element g is unique. The translate of a set A � E by g 2 �is de�ned by gA := fga : a 2 Ag. If � acts on E, the stabilizer of x 2 E is thesubgroup �x := fg 2 � : gx = xg. A mapping  : E ! E is called �-invariant if (gX) = g (X); 8X � E; 8g 2 �.In the following we present two examples, as we will need them in what follows.In each case � denotes the group and E the corresponding set.Example 1 E = Euclidean space IRn, � = the Euclidean translation group T,which is abelian. Elements of T can be parameterized by vectors h 2 IRn, with �hthe translation over the vector h:�h x = x+ h; h 2 T; x 2 IRn: (11)Example 2 E = Euclidean space IRn (n � 2), � = the Euclidean motion groupM,i.e. the group generated by translations and rotations (see [3]). The subgroup leavinga point p �xed is the set of all rotations around that point. M is not abelian. Thecollection of translations forms the Euclidean translation group T. The stabilizer ofthe origin, denoted by R, equals the (commutative) group of rotations around theorigin. Let �h denote the translation over the vector h 2 IR2 and �p� the rotationover an angle � around the point p. Let h;� denote a rotation around the originfollowed by a translation:h;� = �h �0� ; h 2 IR2; � 2 [0; 2�): (12)Any element of M can be written in this form.



4 J.B.T.M. ROERDINK3.3. Morphological operationsOne can construct morphological operations on a space E with a group � acting onit as follows. Let the `origin' ! be an arbitrary point of E. To each subset X ofE associate all elements of the group which map the origin ! to an element of X.To go back from the group � to the space E, associate to each subset G of � thecollection of all points g! where g ranges over G.De�nition 3 The lift # : P(E) ! P(�) and projection � : P(�) ! P(E) arede�ned by #(X) = fg 2 � : g! 2 Xg; X � E�(G) = fg! : g 2 Gg; G � �:For the case of the Euclidean motion group M the formula for the lift specializes to[3]: #(X) = [x2X �xR = � (X) �M R; (13)where R denotes the group of rotations around the origin, and� (X) := f�x : x 2 Xg; (14)with �x the (unique) Euclidean translation which maps the origin to x.In [3,4] a construction was performed of various morphological operators betweenthe distinct lattices P(E) and P(�). Here we only need erosions from P(E) to P(�).That is, consider the mapping which associates to a subset X of E the set of groupelements g 2 � for which the translated set gA is included in X:#(X) 	� #(A) := fg 2 � : gA � Xg: (15)The mapping X 7! #(X) 	� #(A) is an erosion P(E)! P(�) which is �-invariant.4. The Generalized Tailor ProblemThe solution of the Generalized Tailor Problem can be obtained in a way which iscompletely analogous to that of the Tailor Problem, cf. Sect. 2. The basic observa-tion is that formula (15) expresses the containment relation on which the method isbased. We summarize the solution for the cases of one, two and three sets or `pieces'to be put into a given set. The generalization to n pieces is straightforward, cf. [5].4.1. One pieceThe solubility of the problem depends on the non-emptiness of the following set,called the residue of X w.r.t. A:R�1 (X;A) := #(X) 	� #(A); (16)which is simply the �-erosion of #(X) by #(A). Notice that the residue R�1 (X;A)is a subset of �. It is easy to see thatR�1 (X;A) =[� (X 	 ��A) �� =[� R1(X; ��A) �� (17)



GENERALIZED TAILOR PROBLEM 5where �� is short for �0� , and we have written X 	��A instead of � (X	��A), sincethe points of a set X � E are in 1-1 correspondence to points of the set � (X) � T.Therefore, R1(X; ��A) is to be interpreted as a subset of the translation group T,which can be multiplied from the right by a rotation �� according to the secondequation in formula (10).This equation expresses the obvious fact that R�1 (X;A) can be obtained by con-sidering all rotations of the structuring element A, and solving the ordinary TailorProblem with structuring element ��A.4.2. Two piecesConsider two sets A1 = A;A2 = B which are to be put inside a set X. That is, weare looking for a; b 2 � such thataA � X; bB � X n aA: (18)The solubility depends on the non-emptiness of the following residue:R�2 (X;A;B) := [#(X) 	� #(B)] \ [(#(X) 	� #(A))� (#(A)c 	� B)]: (19)After a choice b 2 R�2 (X;A;B) to put B into position, the group element a can bechosen from the set R1(X nBb;A) = #(X nBb)	� #(A). Note the similarity of theseexpressions to those in Sect. 2.Again we can express R�2 (X;A;B) in terms of the residue of the ordinary TailorProblem. The result is:R�2 (X;A;B) =[�0 0@[� R2(X; ��A; ��0B)1A ��0 (20)4.3. Three piecesNow there are three sets A1 = A;A2 = B;A3 = C which are to be put inside a setX. That is, we are looking for a; b; c 2 � such thataA � X; bB � X n aA; cC � (X n aA) n bB: (21)The solubility of the problem depends on the non-emptiness of the following residue:R�3 (X;A;B;C) := [a2#(X)	�#(A) [b2#(X)	�#(B) �A;B;C(x; y); (22)where �A;B;C(a; b) = [#(X)	� #(C)]\ [#(aA)c 	� #(C)] \ [#(bB)c 	� #(C)] (23)when #(aA) \ #(bB) = ; and �A;B;C (a; b) = 0 otherwise. It can be shown that thefollowing recursive expression holds:R�3 (X;A;B;C) = [a2#(X)	�#(A)R�2 (X n aA;B;C): (24)



6 J.B.T.M. ROERDINK
Fig. 1. The Generalized Tailor Problem for two pieces. Top row, from left to right: set X, setA, set B. Bottom row, from left to right: allowed translations of ��0B for �0 = 0; �=2; �; 3�=2,respectively.Also, we can express R�3 (X;A;B) in terms of the residue R3 appearing in the or-dinary Tailor Problem:R�3 (X;A;B;C) =[�00 0@[�;�0R3(X; ��A; ��0B; ��00C)1A ��00 (25)After a choice c 2 R�3 (X;A;B;C) to put C into position, b can be chosen from theset R�2 (X n cC;A;B); �nally, a can be chosen from R�1 (X n (bB [ cC);A).5. Experimental resultsWe have implemented the formulas above using dilations, erosions and set comple-mentation for the case of one and two pieces. For the case n = 3 the formula (25)is used, where the sets R3(X; ��A; ��0B; ��00C) are computed recursively using (7).The set of rotations is restricted here for simplicity to multiples of �=2.As a �rst example consider the case of two pieces. The set X and the sets Aand B to be �tted within X are shown in the top row of Fig. 1. In the secondrow of this �gure we show the possible positions of the set ��0B for a given angle�0 = 0; �=2; �; 3�=2, i.e. the set S�R2(X; ��A; ��0B), cf. (20). In each of thesefour pictures, a black dot represents a single pixel. The results show that for eachorientation of B there is only a single solution. This is obvious from the form of thesets involved.The second example is for the case of three pieces, cf. Fig. 2. Again, the set Xand the sets A;B and C to be �tted within X are shown in the top row. These setshave been constructed in such a way that there is only a single way to �t the sets, asshown in Fig. 2, second row, leftmost picture, in which the sets A;B;C have been



GENERALIZED TAILOR PROBLEM 7
Fig. 2. The Generalized Tailor Problem for three pieces. Top row, from left to right: set X, setsA;B and C. Bottom row, left: the unique �t of A;B and C in X; middle: dilation X 0 of X; right:possible �t of A;B and C in X 0.given distinct grey values to show how they �t in. To �nd this complete solution, we�rst computed R�3 (X;A;B;C) to �nd the allowed positions and orientations for C.Next we computed R�2 (X nC;A;B), yielding the allowed positions and orientationsfor B, and �nally the allowed positions and orientations of A were obtained fromR�1 (X n (B [C);A). The result in all three cases was that there is a single solutioninvolving zero rotation and zero translation.Next we perform a dilation of the set X with a 3� 3 square structuring element,resulting in the set X 0, cf. Fig. 2. When we again apply the generalized tailoralgorithm, we �nd 9 solutions (including the original solution) without rotation ofA;B;C, but also a solution where A and C are rotated over �=2. This is shown asthe last picture in Fig. 2, where the sets A;B;C (shaded) have been superimposedupon X 0. This solution is certainly more di�cult to guess, but the generalized tailoralgorithm readily shows its existence.6. DiscussionIn this paper the solution of the Tailor Problem in terms of morphological operators[5] has been generalized to the case where rotations of the sets are allowed. Byusing the formalism of morphological operators on transformation groups, we haveobtained a solution of the Generalized Tailor Problem which is completely similarin form to the case with translations only. When the group � equals the ordinarytranslation group, the formulas in this paper reduce to those found by Serra [5]. Wepresented some experimental results showing the possibilities of the method. As faras computational complexity is concerned, it may be remarked that the method forthree pieces is already becoming time consuming. This may be improved by using apolygonal representation of the sets instead of a pixel representation, and applying



8 J.B.T.M. ROERDINKmethods from computational geometry, such as those of [1].References[1] Li, Z. and Milenkovic, V., \A compaction algorithm for non-convex polygonsand its applications," presented at processing. 9th Ann. Symp. ComputationalGeometry, San Diego, Cal., May 19-21, 1993.[2] Pares, N. and Serra, J., \Tailleur: el problema del sastre," in Advances in Pat-tern Recognition and Applications, F.Casacuberta and A.Sanfeliu, Eds. WorldScienti�c Publishing, 1994.[3] Roerdink, J. B. T. M., \On the construction of translation and rotation invari-ant morphological operators," Report AM-R9025, Centre for Mathematics andComputer Science, Amsterdam, 1990.[4] Roerdink, J. B. T. M., \Mathematical morphology with non-commutative sym-metry groups," in Mathematical Morphology in Image Processing (Chapter 7),Dougherty, E. R., Ed. New York, NY: Marcel Dekker, pp. 205{254, 1993.[5] Serra, J., \L'algorithme du tailleur," Internal Report CMM, Ecole des Mines,Paris, April 1988.[6] Suzuki, M., Group Theory. Springer, Berlin, 1982.


